
Michael Jordan pro with suspected Jordan
XX9 low shoes Yoho Boys We exposure!
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Every summer, Jordan Brand will be offering a lot of help to meet the needs of low shoes shoes fans. "Michael" Michael Jordan is
even more so, every summer are not available or even never exposure shoes will appear on his feet. This time in his basketball
training camp, wearing a pair of flying suspected Jordan XX9 low shoe, looking from the screen, only the upper height decreased,
there were no other configuration changes, while Jordan XXX is exposed, Jordan Brand Jordan XX9 is also offering help to warm it
low? Text: source: Cpikis a small fortune;
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weekly trend 

went to the Xianke weekly time this week, continue for you to sort out points within 7 days of review should not be ignored. With the
Supreme x Louis Vuitton this year by the release date draws near, you want to start with the strength of the buyer must also begin to
look at a piece of attractive eager for a fight, a single product ever released, everything seems to be very smooth but this week follow
the prescribed order, Supreme broke the account but brought a frustrating bad news, Supreme x Louis Vuitton is not available in all
countries! Is your rage even, don't let buy? 

Supreme and Louis Vuitton do you think? The sale means of humanity? It might be your opinion written in the message to share with
us! 

New Jersey 

? May for many fashion Master, put in more than ten years ago and was announced as the comet hit the earth is not true. But we also
have to release, "happy" to accept this reality. According to the latest Supreme x broke the news, Louis Vuitton will be officially added
in July 14th, but this difficulty is undoubtedly in the high price set up a layer of obstacles. This will be in New York, Miami, Milan,
London, Hongkong city's 12 stores during the sale, at the same time the news also revealed that not the rich have eligibility to
purchase on behalf of. Don't know this wave of "strong" restrictions and will bring us what hidden surprises"... 
There are also not to be missed: 

- Stone SERIES 02_GARMENT DYED? Island DYNEEMA? Ultra limited jacket manufacturing process 

- Union Los Angeles Raf? Simons 
other special minimalist outfit 
? "GRIND" to create APPLEBUM 2017 spring and summer series of other special new shoes this year as the most exciting the big
neakerhead KAWS x Air Jordan IV joint, the sale is definitely regarded as popular. The day before the news, KAWS x Air Jordan IV
in the early stage of design. 
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